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Jigsaw pieces: piece D completes the picture.
Oranges and lemons: the eight half slices make three whole orange slices and one whole lemon slice.
Letter code: the names of the objects are: a=apple, e=egg, f=fish, l=lemon, r=rice, g=garlic, w=water,

t=tangerine. The secret sentence is: EAT WELL, FEEL GREAT!
Search for Snack: the real Snack is standing in front of the refreshments table, to the right of the runner bean.
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Word surge: some of the words you could make are: eat, tea, at, rat, get, egg, rub, tub, are, gear, glue, clue,

let, later, gut, but, rut, tear, rate and late.
Tennis trouble: there are 28 tennis courts. There is no net on the tennis court on the bottom row,
second from left.
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Party Time: there are 55 mirrors on the disco ball.
Snack’s Shadow: picture D is Snack’s shadow.
Farm fun: 2 carrots + 2 leeks = 4; 2 pumpkins + 2 apples = 4; 4 courgettes + 3 pears = 7; and 2 parsnips +
6 corn cobs = 8. Add them up: 4+4+7+8=23.
True or false: 1=false, 2=true, 3=false, 4=true, 5=true.
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Match It!: the matching socks are 3 and 12. Footballs h and k are the same.
All Downhill: ski run A leads to Professor Foodsmart’s finishing flag. Ski run F leads to Snack’s finishing flag.

There are 15 flags including the Professor’s and Snack’s.
Winter fun with the Grub Gang: the sports are: walking, jogging, ice skating, snowboarding and football.
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Spot the Professor: the Professor is runner number 18.
Maypole mayhem: Snack’s flower is red. The Professor’s flower is yellow.
Fill the plate: A = apple, orange juice and broccoli. B = potato, slice of bread and spaghetti. C = glass of milk

and yoghurt. D = slice of cake. E = fish and chickpeas.
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A-maize-ing Maze!: the hidden shape is a bicycle.
Colour by numbers: it’s a panda doing gymnastics.
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